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HORIZONTAL FLAT BED THROUGH DRYING 
SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

There are known in the prior art various means for 
removing water or moisture from webs of ?brous mate 
rial such, for example, as webs of paper. A certain 
amount of moisture may be removed by mechanical 
means as by squeezing. Most of the drier systems of 
paper making apparatus of the prior art use boiler 
generated steam as the source of heat and scavenging 
air to carry away the resultant vapor. More particu 
larly, the web is caused to pass over steam heat-ed dry 
ing cylinders which drive the moisture out of the web. 
Scavenging air is employed to carry away the vapor 
which is driven out of the paper. Not only are these dry~ 
ing systems of the prior art relatively inefficient but also 
they are expensive in that they require the auxiliary 
boiler systems necessary to generate the steam fed to 
the drier rolls. The speed of operation of the systems of 
the prior art is limited. 

I have invented a horizontal flat bed through drier 
system which is more efficient than are drying systems 
known to the art. My system is less expensive than are 
drying systems known to the prior art. My system elimi 
nates the necessity for auxiliary equipment such as boil 
ers and the like. My system is adapted to produce ligh 
ter grades of paper at extremely high speed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

One object of my invention is to provide a horizontal 
bed through drying system which is especially adapted 
for drying relatively thin webs such as tissue paper and 
the like. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a hori 

zontal flat bed through drier system which is more effi 
cient than are drying systems of the prior art. 
A further object of my invention is to provide a hori 

zontal ?atbed through drier system which is less expen 
sive than are drying installations of the prior art. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a hori 

zontal ?at bed through drier system provided with 
safety features for protecting the apparatus against 
harm. 

Still another object of my invention is to provide a 
horizontal flat bed through drier capable of operating 
at a high rate of speed. 
Other'and further objects of my invention will appear 

from the following description. 
In general my invention contemplates the provision 

of a horizontal ?at bed through drier system in which 
air heated directly by burners in the supply ducts is fed 
to the upper sections of a series of drier units. Suction 
means connected to the lower sections of the units 
draws the heated air through the web and through an 
air pervious supporting fabric which advances the web 
successively through the units. Air removed from the 
lower section of at least one unit adjacent to the dry 
end of the system is fed to the upper section of a unit 
relatively adjacent to the wet end of the unit as supply 
air. Air being exhausted from certain units of the sys 
tem is passed in indirect heat exchange relationship 
with fresh air being fed to certain of the units. I provide 
my system with means for shutting down the operation 
in the event the fabric temperature exceeds a predeter 
mined temperature. I provide each of the units with ad 
justable edge deckle means adapted to form a seal with 
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2 
the underside of the fabric adjacent the edges thereof 
and with adjustable means forming cooling air curtains 
at the edges of the fabric. At least the unit at the dry 
end ,of the system is provided with suction air moisture 
pro?le control means. My system incorporates means 
for supporting the fabric for movement through the 
units at a relatively high rate of speed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the accompanying drawings which form part of the 
instant speci?cation and which are to be read in con 
junction therewith and in which like reference numer 
als are used to indicate like parts in the various views: 

FIG. 1 is a partially schematic top plan view of a pre 
ferred form of my horizontal flat bed through drier sys 
tem. 
FIG. 2 is a side elevation of my horizontal flat bed 

through drier system. 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view of one unit of my horizontal 

?at bed through drier system. 
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary sectional view of a unit of my 

horizontal ?at bed through drier system illustrating cer‘ 
tain details of construction thereof. 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary sectional view of a unit of my 

horizontal flat bed through drier system illustrating 
other details of construction thereof. 

FIG. 6 is a schematic viewv of an alternate form of my 
horizontal ?at bed through drier system. ‘ 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to the drawings, the preferred form of 
my system, indicated generally by the reference char 
acter 10, includes a series of four drier units, indicated 
generally, respectively, by the reference characters l2, 
14, 16 and 18, supported by a machine frame indicated 
generally by the reference character 20. The system in 
cludes an air previous web-supporting fabric 22 extend 
ing from an inlet roll 24 through the units of the system 
to an outlet roll 26 and over a plurality of guide rolls 
28, 30, 32, 34 and 36 back to the inlet roll 24. The inlet 
and outlet rolls 24 and 26 may be driven in any suitable 
manner known to the art to cause the fabric 22 to ad 
vance a web through the drier units. The fabric 22 may 
be woven or otherwise formed of any suitable material. 
It may, for example, be formed of a relatively high tem~ 
perature resistance synthetic resin. or from metal. The 
fabric 22 advances the web from left to right through 
the units as viewed in FIG. 1 so that the left end of the 
system is the “wet” end while the right hand end of the 
system is the “ dry” end. 

In the particular embodiment of my invention which 
I have illustrated in the drawings, I have shown a system 
in which there are four units l2, l4, l6 and 18, all of ‘ 
which are of the same length. It will readily be appreci 
ated that a system may include more or less than four 
units and that the units of a system may differ in length. 
It will further be appreciated that with zones of varying 
length, following the cascading arrangement of my in 
vention, to be described in detail hereinbelow, the 
longer of two zones which are linked by cascading will 
have a lower air density per square foot of drying area. 
Since the details of construction of the various units are 
the same, whether the units are of the same or of differ 
ent lengths, I will describe only one of the units in de 
tail. 
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Referring now to FIGS. 3 to 5, the unit 18, for exam 
ple, includes an upper section 38 and a lower section 
40. A subframe 42 on the upper section 38 is con 
nected to a frame member 52 by a pair of screw jacks 
indicated generally by the reference characters 44 and 
46. Each jack 44 and 46 is adapted to be operated by 
a common shaft 48 to move the upper section 38 up 
wardly on hanger rods 50 to permit access to the inte 
rior of the unit. Any suitable means known to the art 
can be employed to drive shaft 48 to lift the upper sec 
tion of a unit. 
Upper section 38 includes an inlet 54 adapted to be 

supplied with heated air in a manner to be described 
hereinbelow by means of a supply duct 56 adapted to 
register with the inlet 54 in the lowered position of the 
upper section 38 illustrated in full lines in FIG. 3. l pro 
vide each of the drier units with an air distributing plate 
58 extending across the lower end of the upper section 
38 of the unit. The plate 58 includes a plurality of per 
forations 60 which make up about one half of the active 
area of the plate. 
Each of the lower sections 40 of the drier units in— 

eludes an air removal duct 62 connected to an outlet 
opening 64 in the lower section 40. The overall con?g 
uration of my system necessitates removal of the air 
from the back of the machine which is the same side as 
that to which the supply air is to be fed. This con?gura 
tion tends to favor flow of the air toward the back of 
the machine. The result is a tendency to establish a 
“short circuit” at the rear of the machine. I have so ar 
ranged each of the units as to obviate this result. In ad 
dition to the supply air distributing plate 58, I mount a 
suction air distributing plate 66 across the upper end of 
the lower section 40 and provide this plate with perfo 
ration 68 which, as in the case of plate 58, occupy 
about one half of the active area of the plate. Thus, the 
two plates 58 and 66 cooperate to prevent any “short 
circuiting” of air fed to the machine. That is, they en 
sure an even distribution of air flow through the web 
being supported on the fabric 22. It will readily be ap 
preciated that, as an alternative to the perforated dis~ 
tributing plates, I might employ some other means, 
such as adjustable plates at the rear of the machine to 
inhibit the short circuiting effect. 

I provide at least the unit 18 at the dry end of my sys 
tem with moisture pro?le control means on the suction 
side of the unit. A plurality of partitions 70 secured to 
the underside of the plate 66 at spaced locations along 
the width thereof, divide the suction chamber into a 
plurality of sections. I mount a damper 72 carried by a 
shaft 74 in the space between each pair of adjacent par 
titions 70. Any suitable means known to the art may be 
employed to drive shafts 74 so as to position the respec 
tive dampers 72 to achieve the desired moisture pro?le 
control. For example, the dampers may be pneumati 
cally operated from a central control station. It will 
readily be appreciated that mother systems embodying 
my invention moisture pro?le control may be provided 
for additional units as required. " " 
My apparatus is especially adapted for use in paper 

making apparatus which operates at extremely high 
rates of speed. For example, present day apparatus for 
making sanitary paper grades operates at web speeds of 
from 3000 to 4000 feet per minute. With my apparatus 
I anticipate that webs of this type can be handled at 
speeds of up to 6000 feet per minute and higher. At 
such speeds, rotating members do not function as ade 
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quate supports. That is, as the web speed increases and 
the machines become wider, it is necessary to increase 
the diameter of the supporting rolls to maintain reason 
able rpm’s and reasonable roll de?ections. Moreover, 
as the roll diameter increases, the free space between 
roll to roll becomes critical and obstructs the passage 
of air thus defeating the efficiency of the through drier 
system which requires large volumes of air per unit area 
of wet layer. Not only are rotating supporting assem 
blies impractical for the purposes described above, but 
also the large diameter rolls corresponding bearings 
and the required maintenance make the assembly pro 
hibitively expensive. 

I have developed a fabric supporting structure which 
permits very close center to center support while at the 
same time providing the necessary free passage for the 
movement of large volumes of air through the web and 
the supporting fabric 22. Referring now to FIGS. 4 and 
5, I mount a plurality of relatively narrow members 76 
having sufficient depth to provide the required stiffness 
between the sides of the lower section 40 adjacent the 
top thereof. A plurality of respective rods 78 received 
on the upper surfaces of the members 76 are held in po 
sition thereon by any suitable means such, for example, 
as set screws 84 extending through pairs of ?ngers 80 
and 82 carried by the members 76. It will readily be ap— 
preciated that as many pairs of ?ngers 80 and 82 
spaced along the lengths of the members 76 are pro 
vided as required to hold the rod 78 in ?xed position. 
With this arrangement, the web 22 makes substantially 
line contact with the surface of the rod 78 and is effec 
tively supported for movement throughout the system 
at relatively high speeds. This arrangement, moreover, 
permits of adjustment of the rods 78 when wear along 
the line of contact becomes excessive. It is necessary 
only to release the clamping means such, for example, 
as set screws 84 and to rotate the rod to provide a new 
line of contact between the rod and the web. While I 
have shown one speci?c type of adjustable clamping 
means for the rod 78, it will readily be appreciated that 
any other suitable clamping means can be employed. 
The rods 78 may be coated with a low friction material 
such as a ?uorocarbon copolymer or the rods may be 
made from a more exotic material such as a suitable ce 
ramic. 

I provide respective edge deckle arrangements indi 
cated generally by the reference character 86 at each 
side of each of the units of the system. Each deckle sys 
tem 86 includes a vertical plate 88 supported on the 
plate 66 for sliding movement inwardly and outwardly 
of the centerline of the system. The plate 88 may be 
formed of any suitable material such, for example, as 
metal or the like. I mount a strip or strips of relatively 
softer material 90 such as a suitable synthetic resin at 
the upper edge of the plate 88 by rivets 92 or the like. 
Recesses 94 in the upper edge of plate 88 accommo 
date the members 76 and the rods 78. Preferably, the 
upper edges 96 of strips 90 are curved to conform to 
the catenary of the fabric 22 between adjacent support 
ing bars 78 so as to form a highly effective seal there 
with. 

I provide the system with the means for adjusting the 
edge deckles 86 inwardly or outwardly of the unit for 
different widths of webs being formed on the fabric 22. 
A common shaft 100 extending across the unit has re 
spective left hand and right hand threaded portions re 
ceived in collars 98 carried by the plates 88 of the units 
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86 at the two sides of the unit. Shaft 100 carries a 
sprocket wheel 102 receiving a pitch chain 104 which 
extends around a sprocket wheel 106 carried by a shaft 
108 rotatably supported in a bearing element 110 car 
ried by the machine frame. I mount a hand wheel 112 
provided with a crank 114 on the end of shaft 108 out— 
side the unit. The deckles 86 can be adjusted inwardly 
and outwardly of the machine by rotating the wheel 
112. By dividing the deckle system into a number of as 
semblies along the length of the system, I accommodate 
for shrinkage of the web as it dries in the course of its 
passage through the system. It will readily be apeciated 
that as it passes through the system, the fabric 22 is pro 
tected over the area of the web by the moisture in the 
web itself. Owing to the fact that the web is not as wide 
as is the fabric, the edges of the fabric are exposed to 
the heated air being fed to the units. I provide my sys 
tem with means for protecting the edges of the fabric 
from excessive heat from the air supplied to the unit. 
I adjustably mount a respective manifold 116 at each 
side of the unit so as to extend along the edge of the 
fabric 22. Each manifold has an outlet slit 118 posi 
tioned at the edge of the web and adapted to direct a 
curtain of air downwardly toward the fabric. I form the 
ends of each manifold 116 with ?anges 122 slidably re 
ceived in brackets 124 on the underside of the plate 58 
so as to permit adjustment of the manifold inwardly and 
outwardly of the unit. A supply duct 120 extending 
through the plate 58 leads into the open upper end of 
the manifold. A fan 126 is adapted to be driven to sup— 
ply fresh cool air to the duct 120. 

Referring again to FIG. 1, I have shown the preferred 
form of the air distribution arrangement of my horizon 
tal ?at bed through drier system. A ?rst air-to-air heat 
exchanger 128 is adapted to supply preheated fresh air 
to a duct 130. The heat exchanger 128 may be of any 
suitable type known to the art. Preferably I employ a 
heat exchanger of the type shown and described in U.S. 
Pat. No. 3,627,040. Duct 130 supplies fresh air to a fan 
132 driven by a motor 134. Fan 132 delivers the air to 
an inlet duct associated with unit 18. A burner or burn 
ers 136 in the inlet line directly heats the air being sup 
plied by the fan 132. A damper 138 located in the inlet 
line of unit 18 may be actuated to regulate the amount 
of airgsupplied to the unit or to cut off the supply air in 
a manner to be described. A branch duct 140 leading 
to the exhaust is normally closed by a damper 142. 
Damper 142 may be opened to bypass the supply air in 
the event the fabric temperature exceeds a predeter» 
mined temperature in a manner to be described. 
The arrangement illustrated in FIG. 1 is a “half cas 

cade” system. The outlet duct 144 from the unit 18 
leads to a fan 146 driven by a motor 148. Fan 146 de 
livers the suction air from unit 18 to a duct 152 leading 
to the inlet of unit 14. A damper 154 in line 152 is 
adapted to be operated to control the supply of air to 
the unit 14. A burner 150 in duct 152 reheats the air 
being removed from the unit 18. A branch duct 156 
normally closed by a damper 158 leads to the exhaust 
of the system. 
Suction fan 160 connected to the lower section of 

unit 14 is driven by a motor 162 to carry air from the 
unit to an exhaust duct 164 leading to the heat ex 
changer 128 which brings this exhaust air into heat ex 
change relationship with fresh air being fed to the duct 
130. A second heat exchanger 166 similar to heat ex‘ 
changer 128 is adapted to supply fresh preheated air to 
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6 
a duct 168. A fan 170 driven by a motor 172 feeds air 
from duct 168 to the inlet of unit 16. A damper 176 in 
the inlet duct to unit 16 is adapted to be operated to 
control the supply of air to the unit. A branch duct 178 
leading to the exhaust is normallyI closed by damper 
180. 
A'fan 184 carries air from the outlet duct of unit 16 

to an inlet duct 190 ‘of the unit 12. Fan 184 is driven 
by a motor 186. A burner or burners 188 in the duct 
190 heat the air passing through the duct. A damper 
192 in duct 190 controls the supply of air to the unit 
12. An exhaust branch duct 194 normally is closed by 
a damper 196. An exhaust fan 198 driven by a motor 
200 removes air from the lower section of unit 12 and 
feeds it to an exhaust duct 202 which directs the air to 
heat exchanger 166 which brings this air into heat ex 
change relationship with fresh air being supplied to the 
duct 168. In the half cascade system illustrated in FIG. 
1, the highest moisture level reached will be approxi 
mately one half the absolute value of that which would 
be reached if the air were conveyed in series all the way 
from the dry end to the web end of the process. 

Referring now to FIG. 6, I have shown another form 
of air circulating system which can be used in my hori 
zontal flat bed through drier system. In the arrange 
ment illustrated in FIG. 6, which may be termed “full 
cascade" system, fresh air passes through a heat ex 
changer 204 similar to the heat exchangers 128 and 
166 to a fresh air line 206. A blower 210 draws air from 
line 206 to a burner 208 and feeds it to the upper sec 
tion of unit 18 past the damper 138. As in the form of 
my system illustrated in FIG. 1, a bypass duct 140 is 
adapted to conduct supply air to an exhaust line when 
damper 142 is open. “ 

In the system illustrated in FIG. 6, air being removed 
from the unit 18 adjacent to the dry end of the machine 
is drawn through burners 212 by a fan 214 which feeds 
the air to the next unit 16 toward the wet end of the ma 
chine. Air being removed from the unit 16 is drawn by 
a fan 218 through burners 216 and is fed to the unit 14 
as supply air. Finally, air being removed from the unit 
14 is fed to the unit 12 as supply air by means of a fan 
222 which causes the air to pass by burners 220 which 
reheat the air. Exhaust air from the unit 12 is drawn by 
a fan 224 from an outlet duct 226. Fan 224 directs this 
final exhaust air through the heat exchanger 204 in in 
direct heat exchange relationship with fresh air enter 
ing the system. 

Further, in the ‘form of my system illustrated in FIG. 
6, bypass dampers 180, 158 and 196 associated with 
the units 16, 14 and 12, may be operated to return sup 
ply air directly to the exhaust line in the event the fab 
ric temperature reaches a predetermined high value. 
As has been pointed out hereinabove, I provide my 

system with means for preventing damage to the fabric 
22 from an excess of heat. In order to achieve this re 
sult, I position a plurality of temperature sensing de 
vices such as thermocouples or the like 228 across the 
unit 12 at the wet end of the machine. The thermocou 
ples 228 may be disposed immediately below the fab 
ric. When the temperature sensed by the thermocou 
ples is above a predetermined degree, the thermocou 
ples operate switch means (not shown) which, in any 
manner known to the art. opens all of the dampers 142, 
180, 158 and 196 and closes all of the dampers 138, 
176, 154 and 192. In this manner, hot air being sup-' 
plied to the various units is prevented from entering the 
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units and the bypass ducts conduct this air to the ex 
haust of the system. Thus the source of heat is immedi 
ately removed. At the same time, any appropriate 
means (not shown) may be employed to turn the vari 
ous burners of the system to low. 

In the half cascade system of FIG. 1 air supplied to 
unit 18 is at a temperature of about 600°F and air is re 
moved therefrom at a temperature of about 350°F. This 
air is reheated to about 600°F and fed to unit 14 from 
which it emerges at about 175°F. Fresh air at about 
600°F supplied to unit 16 emerges at about 225°F, is 
reheated to about 600°F and is fed to unit 12 from 
which it is removed at about 200°F. Fresh air entering 
the heat exchangers is preheated to about 120°F. The 
temperatures in unit 12 are about 200°F and provide 
ample margin to activate the fabric protection system 
up to the tolerance temperature of the conveying fabric 
22 which is between about 450°F and 500°F. Thermo 
couples 228 may for example operate the safety system 
at a temperature approximately half way between the 
normal operating temperature of unit 12 and the toler 
ance temperature of fabric 22. 

In a practical embodiment of the preferred form of 
my system illustrated in FIG. 1, the supply fan 184 for 
zone 12 at the wet end of the system which is the ex 
haust fan for Zone 16 may, for example, be a 134,000 
cubic feet per minute at 15 inch static pressure fan. It 
runs at 1185 rpm, 465 bhp at 70°F. The exhaust fan 
198 for Zone 12 may be a 100,000 cfm at 20 inch s.p. 
1175 rpm, 296 bhp at 70°F. The supply fan 146 for 
Zone 14, which fan is also the exhaust fan for Zone 18, 
may be a fan identical to the supply fan 184 for zone 
12. As the exhaust fan 160 for zone 14, I may employ 
a 105,000 cfm at 15 inch s.p., 1175 rpm, 359 bhp at 
70°F fan. The supply fan 1.70 for unit 16 may be 87,500 
cfm at 3 1/2 inch s.p., 612 rpm, 78.9 bhp at 70°F fan. 
The supply fan 132 for unit 18 may be the same type 
fan as is used for the unit 16. The burner 188 for zone 
12 should have a capacity of about 38,000,000 btu’s 
per hour and is supplied complete with a 50 hp. com 
bustion air blower. The burner 150 for unit 14 should 
have a capacity of 32,000,000 btu’s per hour and is 
complete with a 30 hp. combustion air blower. The 
burners 174 and 136 for units 16 and 18 each have a 
capacity of about 50,000,000 btu’s per hour and have 
a 60 hp. combustion air blower. 

In use of my horizontal flat bed through drier system, 
I ?rst set up the various edge deckles 86 along the 
length of the system for the width of the web being pro 
duced along the system. As has been pointed out here 
inabove, these adjustments may be made taking into 
account expected shrinkage of the web as it is dried in 
the course of its movement through the system. It will 
readily be appreciated that the adjustments can be 
changed in the course of operation of the system. At 
the same time the various manifolds 116 of the units 
are so arranged as to direct the cooling curtains of air 
at the edges of the fabric just beyond the edges of the 
web. When that has been done the various burners and 
blowers of the system are set into operation. In the 
event that the temperature of the fabric exceeds a pre 
determined temperature, all of the diverting dampers 
are moved to positions at which supply air is directed 
to the exhaust and the various dampers in the supply 
lines are moved to positions at which'they inhibit entry 
of supply air into the various units. As the system oper 
ates and in response to suitable sensing devices (not 
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shown) the suction dampers 72 in the unit 18 at the dry 
end of the machine will be so set as to provide the de 
sired moisture pro?le across the machine. Should it be 
come necessary, the upper section of any of the units 
can be raised by operating the screw jacks 44 and 46 
in the manner described hereinabove. 

In a particular installation, my system accepts a web 
which enters the wet end 23% dry and which leaves the 
dry end 95% dry. A fabric speed of 4100 feet per min 
ute was used. After a period of time in use of the ma 
chine, if the fabric supporting bar 78 develops wear 
along the line of contact with the fabric the machine 
can be shut down and the bars rotated to new positions. 

As has been pointed out hereinabove the system illus 
trated, including four units of equal length is by way of 
example. A system incorporating the cascading princi 
ple of my invention may include as few as two units and 
as many units as is economically feasible. Moreover, 
moisture profile control may be provided in only one 
unit or in more than one unit as is found necessary. 

It will be seen that I have accomplished the objects 
of my invention. 1 have provided a horizontal flat bed 
through drier system which is especially adapted for 
use in high speed production of relatively light grades 
of paper. My system is more efficient than are systems 
known to the prior art. My system does not require 
boilers to supply a heating system. My system permits 
of very high rates of production. It is less expensive in 
installation and in operation than are systems of the 
prior art. 

It will be understood that certain features and sub 
combinations are of utility and may be employed with 
out reference to other features and subcombinations. 
This is contemplated by and is within the scope of my 
claims. It is further obvious that various changes may 
be made in details within the scope of my claims with 
out departing from the spirot of my invention. It is, 
therefore, to be understood that my invention is not to 
be limited to the specific details shown and described. 

Having thus described my invention, what I claim is: 

l. A system for drying a wet web of ?brous material 
including in combination, a plurality of drier units each 
including an air input section and an air outlet section, 
means mounting said units in series between a wet web 
end of said system and a dry web end thereof, a support 
of air pervious material for carrying said web through 
said units between said sections in a direction from said 
wet end to said dry end, means for supplying heated 
fresh air to the input section of one of said units rela 
tively adjacent to said dry end of said system, means in 
dependent of said fresh air supplying means for recy 
cling air from the outlet section of said one unit directly 
to the input section of another unit relatively adjacent 
to said wet end of said system, and means for removing 
air from the outlet section of said other unit. 

2. A system as in claim 1 in which said plurality of 
units comprises four units mounted in sequence be 
tween said wet end and said dry end and in which said 
one unit is the fourth unit and said other unit is the sec 
ond unit, said system including means for supplying 
heated fresh air to the third unit, means independent of 
said fresh air supplying means for recycling air from the 
outlet section of said third unit directly to the input sec 
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tion of said first unit, and means for removing air from 
the outlet section of the first unit. 

3. A system as in claim 2 in which said means for sup 
plying heated fresh air to said fourth unit comprises 
means for passing fresh air into indirect heat exchange 
relationship with air removed from said second unit 
and which said means for supplying heated fresh air to 
said third unit comprises means for passing fresh air 
into indirect heat exchange relationship with air being 
removed from said first unit. 

4. A system as in claim 1 in which said one unit and 
said other unit are immediately adjacent to each other, 
said system including means for passing air removed 
from the unit at said wet end into indirect heat ex 
change relationship with air being supplied to the unit 
at said dry end. 

5. A system as in claim 1 in said supplying and re 
moval means comprise means for passing air removed 
from one of said units in heat exchange relationship 
with fresh air being fed to another unit. 

6. A system as in claim 1 including means responsive 
to the temperature adjacent to said support for ex 
hausting air supplied to said units. 

7. A system as in claim 1 including moisture pro?le 
control means associated with one of said units. 

8. A system as in claim 1 including moisture pro?le 
control means associated with one of said units, said 
moisture pro?le control means comprising means for 
dividing the outlet section of said one unit into a plu 
rality of subsections across the width of said support 
and a plurality of adjustable dampers associated with 
said subsections. 

9. A system as in claim 1 in which the edges of said 
support extend beyond the edges of said web, said sys 
tem including means for cooling the edges of said sup 
port. 

10. A system as in claim 1 in which the edges of said 
support extend beyond the edges of said web, said sys 
tem including means for cooling the edges of said sup 
port, said cooling means comprising means forming 
curtains of air directed onto the edges of said support. 

11. A system as in claim 1 in which the edges of said 
support extend beyond the edges of said web, said sys 
tem including means for cooling the edges of said sup 
port, said cooling means comprising means forming 
curtains of air directed onto the edges of said support, 
and means for adjusting the position of said curtains 
with reference to the centerline of said support. 

12. A system as in claim 1 in which each of said units 
includes air distributing means located in the outlet 
section thereof. 
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13. A system as in claim 1 including a respective per- ' 
forated air distributing plate in the outlet section of 
each of said units. 

14. A system as in claim 1 including a respective per 
forated air distributing plate in the outlet section of 
each of said units and a respective second air distribut 
ing perforatedplate in the inlet section of each unit. 

15. A system as in claim 1 in which each of said units 
comprises respective edge deckles forming seals with 
the edges of said supports. 

16. A system as in claim 1 in which each of said units 
comprises respective edge deckles forming seals with 
the edges of said supports and means for adjusting the 
positions of said edge deckles with respect to the cen 
terline of said support. 
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17. A system as in claim 1 in which each of said units 

comprises a plurality of spaced elongated stationary 
rods extending across said unit for carrying said sup 
port in the course of its passage through said unit. 

18. A system as in claim 1 in which each of said units 
comprises a plurality of spaced elongated stationary 
rods extending across said unit for carrying said sup 
port in the course of its passage through said unit and 
means for rotatably adjusting said. rods. 

19. A system as in claim l in which said supplying 
means comprises ducts connected to said inlet sections 
and heaters located in said ducts. 

20. A drier unit for use in a system for drying a wet 
web of ?brous material including in combination an 
upper section, a lower section, a flexible air pervious 
fabric for carrying said web through said unit between 
said sections, a plurality of elongated stationary ele~ 
ments extending across said lower section and in 
spaced relationship therealong for supporting said fab 
ric in the course of its movement through the unit, 
means for supplying heated air to the upper section, 
and means for removing air from the lower section to 
cause air supplied to the upper section to pass through 
said web and said fabric to dry said web. 

21. A drier unit as in claim 20 in which said elements 
are generally cylindrical rods and means for rotatably 
adjusting the position of said rods. 
22. A drier unit as in claim 20 including respective air 

distribution plates extending across said upper and 
lower sections. - 

23. A drier unit as in claim 20 in which said fabric ex 
tends beyond the edges of said web and respective 
means for cooling the edges of said fabric beyond the 
web edges. 

24. A drier unit as in claim 20 in which said fabric ex 
tends beyond the edges of said web and respective 
means for cooling the edges of said fabric beyond the 
web edges, said cooling means comprising means for 
directing respective curtains of cooling air onto said 
fabric edges. 

25. A drier unit as in claim 20 in which said fabric ex 
tends beyond the edges of said web and respective 
means for cooling the edges of said fabric beyond the 
web edges, said cooling means comprising means for 
directing respective curtains of cooling air onto said 
fabric edges, and means for adjusting the positions of 
said curtains with respect to the centerline of said fab 
r10. 

26. A drier unit as in claim 20 including edge deckles 
carried by said lower' section adapted to form a seal 
with the underside of said fabric adjacent to the edges 
of said web. ' 

27. A drier unit as in claim 20 including edge deckles 
carried by said lower section adapted to form a seal 
with the underside of ‘said fabric adjacent to the edges 
of said web and means for adjusting the positions of 
said edge deckles with respect to the centerline of said 
fabric. - 

28. A drier unit as in claim 20 in which said fabric ex 
tends beyond the edges of said web, said unit including 
means carried by said upper section for directing cool 
ing air curtains onto the upper surface of said fabric ad 
jacent to the edges of said web and respective edge 
deckles carried by the lower section adapted to form 
seals with the underside of said fabric adjacent to the 
web edges. 
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29. A drier unit as in claim 20 in which said fabric ex 
tends beyond the edges of said web, said unit including 
means carried by said upper section for directing cool 
ing air curtains onto the upper surface of said fabric ad 
jacent to the edges of said web and respective edge 
deckles carried by the lower section adapted to form 
seals with the underside of said fabric adjacent to the 
web edges, and means for adjusting the position of said 
curtains with respect to the centerline of said fabric and 
means for adjusting the positions of said deckles with 
respect to the centerline of said fabric. 

30. A drier unit as in claim 20 including a plurality 
of partitions spaced across said lower section for divid 
ing said section into a plurality of subsections, respec 
tive dampers associated with said section and means for 
adjusting said dampers to achieve a desired moisture 
pro?le control across the width of said web. 
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31. A drier unit for use in a system for drying a wet 

web of fibrous material including in combination, an 
upper section, a lower section, a ?exible air pervious 
fabric for carrying said web through said unit between 
said sections, said fabric extending beyond the edges of 
said web, means for supplying heated air to said upper 
section, means for removing air from said lower section 
to cause air supplied to said upper section to pass 
through said web and said fabric to dry said web, means 
carried by said upper section for directing curtains of 
cooling ?uid onto the upper surface of said fabric adja 
cent to the web edges, and respective edge decklcs 
forming seals with the underside of said fabric adjacent 
the web edges. 

32. A drier unit as in claim 21 including an air distrib 
uting plate extending across said lower section. 
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